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Make a strategic move to the cloud

Founded in 2000, Softlanding is a leading provider of 
cloud, professional and managed IT services. We are a mul-
ti-award-winning Microsoft Gold Partner with 14 Microsoft 
Gold Competencies and we use our experience and expertise 
to solve our client’s business challenges while creating a solid 
foundation for growth strategies, flexibility and scalability.

Azure Cloud 
Economic 
Assessment
Unleash agility and productivity with 
Microsoft’s cloud platform

About Softlanding

KEY BENEFITS 

WHAT’S INCLUDED
Softlanding’s Azure Cloud Economic Assessment is designed 
to assess and plan your Azure Cloud journey.

OVERVIEW

Migrating to the cloud doesnt have to be difficult, but many organizations struggle 
to get started. Softlanding’s Cloud Economic Assessment offers an end-to-end 
migration road-map for discovery, migration, and continual optimization, including 
better insights and strategies to confidently plan your migration. Softlanding will help 
you extend or move your datacenter to Microsoft Azure while closely planning the 
migration.

Azure holds hundreds of security and compliance certifications, 
and has a global dedicated Cyber Security Operations Centre.

ULTIMATE DATA SECURITY

Azure offers a consumption-based payment plan that allows 
businesses to better manage their IT budget

COST EFFECTIVE

Azure provides high availability and redundancy and can easily 
scale up or down resources within minutes so you don’t have to 
worry about capacity constraints.

AVAILABILITY AND SCALABILITY

 ■ Takes into account right sizing, instance type planning, 
reserved instances and hybrid use benefit

Azure offers built-in backup and disaster recovery options, hot 
and cold standby models, and rolling reboot capabilities.

BACKUP AND DISASTER RECOVERY

DISCOVERY AND ANALYSIS

COST ESTIMATE

 ■  Gain visibility into how your applications talk to eachother, 
allowing you to plan out migraton dependencies for a 
smoother transition.

DETERMINE DEPENDENCIES

UNDERSTAND MIGRATION READINESS


